Objectives

● Create a document for human rights guidelines (based on RFC8280)

● Practice-based

● Practice oriented
Changes from -02 to -03

● Addressed Joe’s review (thank you!):
  ○ Lots of changes in language
  ○ Added that authentication should not be used to enforce to prevent heterogeneity support

● Addressed Avri’s review (thank you!):
  ○ Clarified status of document: guidelines are still being tested

● Misc. editorial changes

● Added update tag to note that the guidelines update the ones in RFC8280
Next steps

- Change guidelines to have language that applies to architecture and informational documents (not just communication protocols)
- Add explanations to guidelines where none currently exist
- How else can we make this (more) useful for you?
How you can help

- Help with this research: review drafts using the guidelines, and email the hrpc list with what you think

- If you’re writing a Human Rights Considerations section, tell us what you thought of the guidelines